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NEWSLETTER
TWELVE EMERGING EVALUATORS WERE SPONOSRED TO ATTEND THE SAMEA CONFERENCE

Building and strengthening
our M&E community
We hope that you are finding our strategies to build our M&E
community as exciting as we are. We are trying to extend the
previous reach of SAMEA and get more people involved in our
activities than ever before.
Our conference in October 2017 recorded the largest number
of delegates in SAMEA history with 619 attendees from 26
countries. This means that we are a resource not only to the
South African M&E community but to many other countries as
well.
Our mission in SAMEA is “to cultivate a vibrant community that
will support, guide and strengthen the development of M&E as
an important discipline, profession and instruments for
empowerment and accountability in South Africa”.
To nurture a vibrant M&E community we are using five best
practices of community building. The 5 key practices for
building
a
community
were
adapted
from:
https://opensource.com/business/11/1/six-ways-build-solidcommunity

The five practices are:

1. Be purpose-driven
We always need to keep our mission in mind as we
use our volunteers’ precious time. In a Blog post on
community building, Chris Grams (opensource.com) explains
how communities that lose purpose often turn into an exclusive
club. He states that a “community starts with a core purpose,
which draws people together. Some people hold that purpose
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very closely, while others participate at a distance”. He reminds
us that every contribution from members helps the community
get stronger. He also explains that strong communities commit
to a common purpose and are inclusive.
The SAMEA board is designing activities this year with the idea
of bringing a volunteer cadre to the fore to help build our
community but also insure that a) we are focussing on a broad
range of sectors and topics and b) that we are being as inclusive
as possible.

SAMEA’s MISSION
The South African Monitoring & Evaluation
Association (SAMEA) strives to cultivate a vibrant
community that will support, guide and strengthen
the development of M&E as an important discipline,
profession and instrument for empowerment and
accountability in South Africa.
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SAMEA’s core purpose is to “support, guide and strengthen”
evaluators and we hope that you are part of one of the many
SAMEA initiatives currently on offer to members – the listserve,
webinars, topical interest groups (TIGS), evalcafes, workshop
series, seminars and of course our biennial conference.

Johannesburg

73

Pretoria

58

Cape Town

36

Durban

2. Keep our focus on our purpose and
our members
We are trying to understand and respond to your
needs at all times. You have given us feedback about the
conference and we hear you. The following extract from our
conference report shows some of the changes we will take into
account when we plan for the next conference. We will also be
moving our conference to a new venue to accommodate our
growing community.
We have just run a survey about the most convenient places for
the October workshops this year and this is what you said:
We heard you - and are running our training in Johannesburg in
October but we hope to build up sufficient funds to run training or

seminars in one of the other cities (like Durban) next time. We
also always need to keep the financial implications of our
decisions into account.

3. Be deliberate in our decisions about
SAMEA and its culture
We have made this year all about strengthening
our community. Everything is focused on this in a clear and
determined way but we do need your help to succeed in
growing and strengthening our community.
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Port Elizabeth

9

Most convenient
location for
training

East London

8

– SAMEA survey
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4. Find tools and strategies that support the
SAMEA community
We have developed our Topical Interest Group (TIGS)
to create spaces for our members to share their knowledge and
learn from others in a very focused way. We have 9 TIGs
operating at the moment and around 160 TIGgers. The TIGs are
discussing critical questions and tackling very important issues
for our way forward as a community. For example Fazeela
Hoosen is coordinating the Young and Emerging Evaluators
(YEE) TIG and the members of this grouping are focusing on
these two critical questions:

1. Challenges faced by YEE in
developing themselves
professionally, where to begin?
2. What options are there for
YEE Capacity Building and
what can SAMEA do or
prioritise? Should these be
specific topics for YEE? Is so,
what should this be?
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Some of the TIGs are using SLACK for communicating and others have
simple email groups. A few of the TIGs have also begun using
GoToMeeting to enrich their discussions.

The sponsored YEEs

We will share what each TIG has been discussing and some key
resources from each group on our listserve in June and then later on
our website for easy reference.

1. MS MIRIAM CHIKWANDA

5. Involve our members
We are doing our best to involve you in our
decision-making, activities, seminars and strategic
thinking. If you feel we are not doing this well, then send an
email to info@samea.org.za.

2. MS BONGIWE PASIYA
3. MS GEETA MORAR
4. MS CYNTHIA MENDOZA
5. MR ONIAS HLUNGWANI
6. MS FAITH CHINUNGWE
7. MS NOLEEN ADVANI

SAMEA has

FAST FACTS

686
members

65%
are individual
members

8. MS MKHULULI MNYAKA
9. MS VERONICA MKUYAMBA
10. MR SCHWARZENEGERR KUSIKWENYU
11. MS NOMATHAMSANQA MFUNDISI

21%
are
institutional
members

14%

12. MR NEVILLE MANGWIRO

are student
members

SAMEA sponsored 12 YEEs to attend the
conference. We celebrate their learning here
through their feedback to us

The SAMEA Emerging Evaluator
Award was awarded to the following
young evaluators:




Ashleigh Fynn: Genesis Analytics
Khotso Tsotsotso: CLEAR
Letitia Rambally Greener: MatCH
Research Unit, Wits Health
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What did the YEEs learn from their
conference experience?

"The most useful workshops were practical workshops that
gave me an opportunity to put my theory into practice. “
-Cyndi Mendoza

“The conference has enhanced my understanding of current
: issues in Monitoring and Evaluation. The experience I had
gave me the tools to be a better professional. I learnt more
about M&E profession especially evaluation ethics,
standards and competencies of M&E profession….Not only
did I learn new things from the many interesting presenters,
but I also got an opportunity to interact with established
professionals as well as fellow emerging evaluators. I was
introduced to the field and to important people working in
the field both nationally and internationally. Interacting
with established professionals in this area is a stepping
stone in my professional development. “
- Veronica Mkuyamba

Upcoming events
MERL Tech Jozi

will be in Johannesburg, South
Africa, on August 1-2, 2018!
At MERL Tech
Jozi, we’ll build on
earlier MERL Tech
conferences in DC
and
London,
engaging
100
practitioners from
across
the
development and
technology
ecosystems for a two-day conference seeking to turn
theories of MERL technology into effective practices that
deliver real insight and learning in our sector.
MERL Tech is a lively, interactive, community-driven
conference. We encourage practitioners in monitoring,
evaluation, research, learning, program implementation,
management, data science, and technology to attend.
Contact: lindaraftree@gmail.com for more info

October workshops

“The emerging evaluator experience at the SAMEA
conference was incredibly valuable. I was able to attend a
variety of workshops and sessions on topics I had not been
exposed to before (e.g. evaluation consulting, systems
thinking, big data, social media analysis). It broadened my
thinking around what a career in Monitoring & Evaluation
could look like.”
- Noeleen Advani

SAMEA will be hosting its 2018 Capacity building workshop
series at the Hilton Hotel in Johannesburg from the 22 to
23 October 2018.
The Capacity building workshop series will focus on five
specific strands:
1. Challenges and solutions for implementation of M&E
systems in different contexts
2. Applying evaluation theories and methodologies
3. Innovation in data analytics and technology for M&E
4. Managing evaluations both from perspective of the
commissioner and the evaluator
5. Use of evaluation findings by decision makers
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Upcoming EvalCafé
Diversity in evaluation; what it means, why it is
important and how we achieve it
Dr Sean Phillips and
Ms Fatima Mativha
Do not miss our June
Eval Café on June 25th.
We will be having a
discussion on diversity
in the evaluation
sector.
We think this will be
the start of an ongoing
conversation, and we
hope you will join us
for
a
vibrant
discussion, which we
hope will produce
some concrete ideas
SAMEA can take
forward
on
this
important topic.

Member events
Eastern Cape Chapter: Learning
Network
Forty-three students from the University of Fort Hare
have registered as SAMEA members. The students
presented their innovative evaluation proposals they
designed as part of their Post Graduate Diploma in
Monitoring & Evaluation coursework to the broader M&E
community in the Eastern Cape. Professor E.O.C. Ijeoma
welcomed everyone and outlined the purpose of the event
and Professor V. Naidu provided information on SAMEA.

KwaZulu-Natal Monitoring And
Evaluation Learning Network (KMELN)
The KwaZulu-Natal Monitoring and Evaluation Learning
Network (KMELN) first established itself in July 2017 as an
informal grouping of M&E practitioners and other
professionals who have an interest in learning more about
M&E. The founding members recognised a need for a
M&E group based in the Province, and the group initially
set out to meet monthly to share M&E ideas,
methodologies and opportunities. As the group began
recruiting new members, the KMELN saw a need to
formalise it’s goals and purpose. Over the proceeding
months, the group developed a vision and mission
statement, launched their own website, and agreed on a
set of strategic objectives for the future. At present, the
KMELN has 18 members who meet once a month on a
Saturday morning. One of the group’s strategic priorities
is to formalise themselves as the official SAMEA KZN
Chapter.
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The SAMEA Board
This is the SAMEA Board until October
2018. In October, a new chair will be
appointed and two other current Board
members will step down.
We hope you will consider joining the
SAMEA team in October but until then –
let’s work together and build our
community!

Some examples of our
current tasks:
1. Participation in revision of
AfrEA Guidelines (first phase
complete)
2. Preparation for October
workshops
3. Completion of new website
content and structure
4. Supporting collaborators –
BRIDGE M&E Community of
Practice, PSC Roundtable on
Institutional Evaluation Tool

Board members

Sector

Lauren Wildschut (Chair)

Academia

Jerusha Govender (Deputy Chair)

M&E Consultant

Alyna Wyatt

M&E Consultant

Victor Naidu

Government & Academia

Asgar Bhikoo

Private Sector

Aluwani Mauda

NGO

Anzél Schönfeldt

M&E Consultant

Gordon Freer

M&E Consultant

Matodzi Amisi

Government

Nozipho Ngwabi

Academia

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Contact the SAMEA Coordinator,
Kate Mwaura

T]0813549777
F]0866200455
E] info@samea.org.za

